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Non-standard SFC techniques

The overhead of AMR

Runtime Error #DOFs

Uniform 3D 7057s 1.3e-3 16.777.216

Adaptive 3D 561s 1.5e-3 ~1.920.000

t8code

An airplane embedded in an adaptively refined
tetrahedral mesh

The subdivision of all standard 3D elements supported by t8code by default. 
All use a morton-type SFC.

A 3D hybrid 
curved mesh 
with 
hexahedra, 
pyramids and 
tetrahedra. 
Simulated is 
the flow of a 
bubble in 
liquid around 
a circular 
obstacle.

Step 1: Make 
the Poster

Step 2: Embed 
Poster in a Mesh

Step 3: Refine 
at dark pixels

Step 4: Resolve
hanging nodes

Step 5: Remove
elements

Can you find the space-filling curve in the poster?

ADAPTEX
t8code will be the meshing backend
of a DG based exascale-ready CFD 
framework with focus on Earth System 
Modelling applications such as atmos-
pheric chemistry, climate and flooding 
simulations.

HYTAZER
The goal is to develop solutions for the oper-
ation of liquid hydrogen tanks under safety 
standards for vehicles. We implement
simulations of sloshing effects based on high-
fidelity CFD methods, which require a high 
resolution between liquid and gaseous phase. 

PADME-AM
PADME-AM aims to simulate Selective Laser 
Melting efficiently by combining t8code and 
Partition of Unity Methods (PUM) developed 
by the Fraunhofer SCAI and the University of 
Bonn. Despite being a meshfree method, the 
PUM can profit from t8code's data storage 
and parallelization on thousands of processes.

VISPLORE
VISPLORE uses t8code to enable the 
visualization of data at different levels of
detail. Starting on a coarse level we 
interpolate the data on the elements and 
give the user a first look at its data. The 
initial visualization can then be adapted 
to the desired level of detail. Different LOD of the Cologne 

Cathedral

2D Sloshing simulation 

Temperature development 
during laser melting 
©Frauenhofer SCAI

Tracking an ash cloud of a 
volcanic eruption

t8code uses efficient space-filling
curves (SFC) in a modular fashion
such that arbitrary element shapes
are supported. This is achieved by
decoupling high-level (mesh global)
from low-level (element local)
algorithms.

The SFC data layout of t8code. An application 
code provides its data in array form.

t8code (www.dlr-amr.github.io/t8code) is an open source C/C++ library for scalable
adaptive mesh refinement (AMR). We support parallel adaptive mesh and data
management including the following tasks:

• Adapting meshes (refinement/coarsening)

• Load-balancing meshes and data

• Creating Ghost/Halo elements

• Exchanging data via Ghosts

• 2:1 balancing

• Interpolating between meshes

• Searching for features

• Curved and high-order meshes [6]

Cutting holes
By deleting elements from the refinement tree, we 
support holes in meshes, for examples around 
embedded geometries. [4]

t8code scales up to at least one million parallel
processes and over one trillion mesh elements. 
[1,2] 
Simulations with a high-order discontinuous 
Galerkin solver show that the AMR overhead is 
between 10% and 25% while significantly reducing 
the DOFs and runtime.[3]

Interfacing with t8code

t8code applies the Hollywood principle: 
"Don't call us, we'll call you!". 
Whenever an application needs to interact with 
the mesh (adapting, interpolating, etc.), we offer 
callback handlers. The standard set of high-level
algorithms for a simulation code is: New, Adapt, 
Balance, Interpolate, Partition, Ghost, Iterate

A typical AMR-pipeline using
t8code

Selected Projects using t8code

Subelements
Elements can be arbitrarily subdivided.
One application is resolving hanging nodes in non-
conforming meshes. [5]

Performance

Pipeline of the Postergrid

The mesh was generated using png2mesh: https://github.com/DLR-AMR/png2mesh

- Temperature
- Flow speed
- Pressure
- Etc.

Ghost values

https://elib.dlr.de/191968/

